Google’s Animal Farm: Implications for
your library homepage?
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CONTEXT, PURPOSE, METHODOLOGY
Any website which raises red flags with the search engine algorithms,
whether intended or accidental, is at risk. Search engines can drop
these website rankings on their result pages, or even ban them from
their indices [2]
University library
websites are often
content-rich, and
could span many
thousands of
webpages. This
could result in
duplicate content,
and also the
possibility of
having stale
content
University library websites could also contain hundreds or even
thousands of links to other resources, other libraries and theses hosted
elsewhere. This link-richness could lead to incorrect interpretation by a
search engine algorithm as being link spamdexing
The purpose of this research was to identify the danger points in website
content and structure for university webpages, and design a model to
address problems stemming from search engine algorithm penalties
The methodology was based on triangulation between the literature
survey, empirical experiments done on university library websites and
personal observation

RESULTS, IMPLICATIONS, SIGNIFICANCE
Careful…
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- Use internal links
- Use themed anchor text
- Ensure all links are live

- Publish only well-written
content
- Ensure that all content is
themed
- Use full, keyword-rich
sentences
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- Do not provide
many (and only)
external links
- Do not overoptimize anchor
text

- Use paid links
- Overpopulate a page with
100s of links
- Use un-themed links

- Do not publish
multiple instances of
the same abstract
- Do not allow
unrelated content to
share space
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- Host duplicate content
- Spin new content
- Allow content to become
stale
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Implications: The implications of this research include that university library website
designers should rethink the content and structure of the sites they develop/maintain.
Also, the prescriptions of current and future algorithm updates must be considered
Significance: A study of this nature, specifically aimed at university libraries, has
not been recorded before. Implementation of its results could have far-reaching
effects on the view search engines have of university library websites
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